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ABSTRACT
Research on technology companies and their workers can externalize otherwise invisible and tacit workplace approaches, identify organizational constraints to creating more ethical AI systems, help ground interventions in real-world organizational realities, and result in the co-creation of better business practices for organizations. However, getting access to technology companies is difficult for external researchers. In this paper, I draw from insights gained by conducting research on and with industry professionals. I present four challenges when conducting industry-focused research on responsible AI. I also present methods I used to navigate each challenge. Finally, I highlight opportunities for the tech industry to lower the barriers to external research. This work aims to share ways of navigating methodological challenges and encourage better transparency in the tech industry.
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- Social and professional topics → Computing industry; • Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in collaborative and social computing; • Computing methodologies → Artificial intelligence.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The diligent work of researchers, policymakers, and public stakeholders have contributed great strides towards increasing the fairness, accountability, and transparency of commercial artificial intelligence applications. For example, Buolamwini and Gebru’s prominent GenderShades work led numerous companies to audit and update their computer vision models [64]; Google, and soon other companies, similarly began removing gender labels from their vision models following academic work critiquing its exclusion of trans and non-binary people [42]. Beyond direct lines between specific work and product changes, broader critiques around ethical AI implementation can still permeate the culture of companies building AI systems, leading to corporate declarations of dedication to responsibility and ethics [59, 83].

However, audits, studies, and investigations of publicly available data can neither fully uncover ethical issues in existing AI applications nor the practices and procedures that lead to problematic outcomes, whether normative or quantifiable. While internally conducted studies of AI systems can address shortcomings of external investigations, they rarely result in meaningful public transparency. Thus, external third-party researchers are increasingly examining the practices of industry to identify what major barriers stand in the way to implementing ethical practices in corporate settings (e.g., [37, 65, 85]). External research can offer new perspectives from which to understand, and intervene, in the tech sector.

Given the opacity and monopolizing power private companies have on the development and deployment of AI systems, the work of external researchers untethered to these companies is crucial to piecing together a picture of the general landscape of the internal workings of key decision makers. However, getting meaningful external access to these companies—their employees, products, data, or work sites—is difficult. As big tech has evolved from an ethos of innovation to a model of increasingly centralized data, patents, and knowledge [44, 67, 84, 90], the walls to accessing tech companies as research sites have gotten increasingly higher. Higher barriers for external researchers do not simply mean that researchers cannot publish novel insights into company practices. It means that the broader academic community, policymakers, and the public are unable to obtain information from companies outside of what those companies publish, which is not dictated by any meaningful regulation to ensure transparency. It also means that academic considerations and policy regulations might not represent reality within the walls of tech companies. How then can the broader community identify significant product biases, unfair or problematic practices, or hold companies accountable?

In this paper, I present insights into the major challenges that I encountered when conducting and publishing human subjects research on industrial AI practices. The social practices behind industrial AI development is particularly pertinent given the number of isolated parties involved in developing and using AI, from data workers, full-time tech workers, clients, and regulators. In

1In this article, I use the terms first-party (internally employed tech workers), second-party (contractors or collaborators under NDA), and third-party (entirely external independent researchers) as defined by Costanza-Chock et al. in [16].
this work, I draw from an examination of numerous third-party and second-party research experiences with the tech industry. Specifically, this paper: (1) documents four challenges to conducting research on the AI practices of industry practitioners; (2) provides approaches for navigating these challenges, while actively acknowledging the transparency tradeoffs in doing so; and (3) highlights opportunities for the tech industry to mitigate each of these challenges, ideally, without making transparency tradeoffs. I emphasize that the tech industry itself would also benefit from improving access and transparency regarding external research as well.

The goal of this work is not to universally ascribe a taxonomy of challenges, navigations, and opportunities. Certainly, there are many more challenges and opportunities for dealing with them. Instead, I make explicit some of the otherwise implicit challenges faced by external researchers when conducting work on the social practices in the tech industry. Further, this paper offers approaches to navigating these challenges that researchers might adopt and adapt. Finally, this paper highlights opportunities for the tech industry itself to actively consider how to shift current policies and practices to better engender research transparency during this time of heightened scrutiny of the opacity of tech companies.

2 BACKGROUND

In response to the rapid growth of machine learning and artificial intelligence, researchers have been at the forefront of identifying, measuring, and attempting to mitigate biases in AI systems. Interdisciplinary researchers have conducted audits of commercial models (e.g., [2, 58, 64, 75]) and community benchmarks (e.g., [5, 6, 63]); developed taxonomies, frameworks, and toolkits (e.g., [11, 17, 26, 33, 41, 46]); presented sociotechnical analyses of the values present in AI and how they can lead to harms (e.g., [21, 45, 74]); and assessed user experiences and expectations of AI ([15, 28, 35, 48, 79]). Largely, much of this work has been accomplished through engaging with publicly available artifacts (models, datasets, publications, documented AI incidents (e.g., [25])).

Yet the most impactful AI systems continue to be developed rapidly inside company walls. Engagement with public-facing artifacts can only paint a partial picture of the current state of AI. Thus, researchers are increasingly focused on understanding current practices within the otherwise opaque organizations developing and implementing industrial AI. For example, prior work has found that workers attempting to implement human-centered practices at technology companies face barriers (e.g., [16, 32, 37, 65, 85]) and must engage in extra articulation work to bridge gaps, piggyback off of more incentivized institutional procedures, and otherwise resist practices they disagree with (e.g., [1, 9, 20, 68, 88]). Such work is important, not only because it reveals insights normally hidden within the walled garden that is the tech industry, but because it allows external stakeholders to ground their work, interventions, and advocacy in real, rather than perceived, practices and product issues.

However, absent from many of the successful research studies headed by external researchers are the methodological realities: work involving tech companies is difficult. Getting access to tech companies for external research, either as a third-party researcher or a second-party collaborator [16] requires intense effort and numerous tradeoffs—particularly when that work is focused on ethics and fairness topics. Tech companies have largely shuddered access to external researchers (e.g., [10, 19]), even to their otherwise public-facing user data [27]. Even practices which allow for access to anonymized user data, such as “data clean rooms,” are vague and non-standardized. Tech workers have also increasingly described instances where research agendas focused on work more critical of company practices and products have been downplayed or silenced [50, 66, 76]). Beyond improving their PR, tech companies are losing out on valuable knowledge that is rooted in actual tangible practices (e.g., [30]). Rigorous, truthful, and reliable external research has the potential to benefit both the public and the company.

As Obermeyer stated about examining the otherwise unnamed healthcare algorithm in [58]: “Getting a handle on the algorithms that are live within an organization is critical” [51]. I would extend this to “getting a handle on the practices that are live within an organization is critical” as well. The notion of “auditing” AI can extend beyond developed artifacts to examine the processes and negotiations that go into developing them. However, understanding these social processes remains difficult for external researchers. The challenges present in conducting human subjects research on the AI industry remain invisible and implicit. In this work, I describe the numerous challenges that external researchers may face in “getting a handle” on the internal mechanisms of the tech industry and how the tech industry can increase opportunities for external research.

3 METHODOLOGY

In this work, I draw from experiences conducting responsible AI research on and within technology companies (e.g., [71–73]). The experiences summarized in this work span the last five years, in which I conducted both semi-structured interviews and ethnographic work [80]. Ethnographic work is gaining momentum in FAccT and responsible AI spaces (e.g., [52]), with it comes specific barriers that have been underdocumented. In this work, I adopt methods for “studying up” [4, 54, 55], focusing on analyzing my ethnographic data from various projects from a methodological lens that centers the power of tech companies over independent research practices. The barriers I present reflect positions I have held as both a third-party researcher, totally independent from industry, and as a second-party researcher, collaborating with industry researchers and holding temporary contracts with industry myself. While there are also challenges to conducting industry research from a first-party perspective (as a full-time industry employee), I present barriers specific to my experience in both third- and second-party roles.

In my capacity as a third-party researcher, I reference barriers from three empirical studies focused on practices and perspectives of industry stakeholders—those employed by technology companies as either traditionally employed full-time workers (e.g., product managers, engineers, researchers) or as contingent workers (e.g., data annotators, data collectors, content moderators). Throughout

2Environments where first-party user data is anonymized and securely shared by platforms, largely aimed at advertisers and marketers looking to buy consumer data [27]
these three studies, I have spoken to a total of 86 research participants who work in tech and conducted over 400 hours of interviews and observations. I synthesize these findings with reflections on my experiences as a second-party researcher working within companies and collaborating with researchers internally employed at companies. To analyze my data, I performed a thematic analysis [13] of both field notes and interview transcripts focused on identifying methodological challenges and barriers to industry research. Beyond inductively analyzing my research documents and field notes for larger themes, I also discussed these themes with colleagues in industry and academia, to assess both accuracy and potential solutions.

4 CHALLENGE 1: IDENTIFYING TECH WORKERS FOR THIRD-PARTY RESEARCH CAN BE DIFFICULT

The recruitment of tech workers to participate in external research studies, like semi-structured interviews, is difficult. Unlike other populations, tech workers are not easily recruited using typical recruitment methodologies, like surveys posted to social media or community spaces [56, 69]. I had tried traditional forms of participant recruitment for my studies. Using social media websites, like Twitter and Blind, was not successful. For example, I had tried recruitment by having industry colleagues post a call on Blind3, neither of which were successful and largely resulted in critique and skepticism of my intentions (see Challenge 2). I found that recruiting tech workers for research studies is often more easily accomplished through the direct recruitment of individuals, either through introductions from tech insiders or by “cold calling” (directly reaching out).

However, To recruit using this method, the researcher must be able to identify their potential research subjects. Many tech workers are not public facing. In particular, those in more technical roles, like data scientists and software engineers, had less clear web presence than those in research or C-level roles4. Others involved in the tech industry, such as contingent workers contracted by tech companies, were entirely invisible. Contingent workers contracted by companies largely cannot disclose who they conduct work for. When certain tech worker populations are easier to reach (e.g., research scientists), insights into practices are limited towards that population’s perspective.

The issue of identifying potential participants to recruit is further compounded when attempting to target specific technical domains. For example, in two of my studies, I was specifically seeking tech workers in a relatively narrow subfield of machine learning: computer vision. The more specific the populations researchers are attempting to reach, the more difficult the process of identifying potential research subjects becomes. It also becomes increasingly important, given that many participants I recruited had highly limited knowledge about the history of computer vision products at their company. Being able to identify multiple workers who have experience with the same product can help fill knowledge gaps and point researchers toward colleagues who could provide further insight.

4.1 Navigating Challenge 1: How Researchers Can Better Recruit Relevant Tech Worker Participants

The inaccessibility of tech workers can often be attributed to a lack of visibility, often because external researchers may be highly divorced from more product-centric roles. Difficulty identifying participants to recruit was particularly salient for those in technical and product roles, like software engineers, data scientists, and project managers. In navigating this challenge, researchers should consider conducting their work with the people they can get access to, rather than aiming for “perfect” access.

4.1.1 Build relationships in the tech industry. Leveraging insider relationships was the most successful means of recruitment. I developed insider relationships with industry employees through research collaborations and consulting. Thus, mutual connections trusted me more as a researcher due to my insider relationships with others at the company. In one project, I had access to a company email. Using a company email was also helpful in facilitating trust between myself and those I was trying to recruit. I also gained access to a data production company as a field site by connecting with an acquaintance I had made at a workshop on LinkedIn. Researchers should consider attending webinars, public talks, conferences, and local events to build relationships with industry stakeholders (e.g., [1]). Researchers should focus on building relationships with workers in spaces they are most interested in studying (e.g., computer vision). However, there were many cases where individuals did not respond, even with their mutual connection’s facilitation. This might point to fear of research participation (see Challenge 2).

4.1.2 Identify potential participants using digital tools. Given much of my research focus has been on computer vision, I located computer vision companies through search tools, like Google and LinkedIn. I was also able to identify individuals and their roles using LinkedIn’s search tools and RocketReach5. To try to find contingent workers who conducted labeling for tech companies, I used freelancing platforms like Upwork to hire workers for interviews. Identifying the type of work employees do can still be difficult with just their company’s name. Therefore, I often reached out to individual employees describing the focus of my study and requesting further information on their roles.

4.1.3 Budget more time for recruiting industry participants. Recruitment of industry participants can take time. I had to put much of my work on hold for a couple of years as I established more connections with industry. Even after I had established connections, iteratively recruiting tech worker participants for a single study took about a year. When conducting ethnographic work at a data production company, I spent a great deal of time building a relationship with the CEO. Given the difficulties of identifying and recruiting tech worker participants, researchers should budget more time for recruitment stages than they might in more user-centered studies.

---

3Blind is an anonymous forum-style social media website catered towards verified employees in the tech industry; https://www.teamblind.com/

4Senior business leaders with high ranking executive titles (e.g., CEO, CFO, COO)

5RocketReach is a subscription-based database of professionals; https://rocketreach.co/
4.2 Opportunity 1: How Industry Can Break Down Walls Between Tech Workers and Researchers

Gaining access to participants and field sites, particularly for long-term studies like ethnographies, is understandably difficult [62, 80]. However, corporations have the opportunity to make it easier to connect external researchers and tech workers. Building connections with external researchers is beneficial to companies looking to transform research insights into practice, maintain relationships with academic research institutions, and build a more transparent brand. Below, I ideate some ways tech companies might operationalize easier access:

- Tech companies can be more transparent about their personnel. For example, companies can consider how best to list employees who are available for research contact. They might allow individuals to sign up for research contact. Lists of potential participants could be high-level or granular to teams or roles. Press relations experts could be trained to connect researchers with internal participants.
- Internal employees often recruit their own colleagues for research studies through official channels. Tech companies could build a platform for external researchers to host calls for participation.
- Tech companies might hold regular events specifically focused on connecting researchers with opportunities for research collaborations.

There are still tradeoffs to these potentials, especially in terms of selection biases. Workers who would opt into these types of opportunities might have some personal reasons for doing so [24]. The company might also use these opportunities to promote certain worker perspectives or develop new mechanisms for moderating research communications (see Challenge 4). The research community might instead choose to accept the current challenges, rather than create more formalized procedures for recruitment.

5 CHALLENGE 2: THE NDA CAUSES ANXIETY FOR POTENTIAL PARTICIPANTS AND CAN CAUSE DIFFICULTY WITH PUBLICATION

Non-disclosure agreements (NDAs) are a challenge to navigate. NDAs were challenging in two ways. First, in instances where external researchers are conducting third-party research with tech workers, NDAs were a major source of anxiety and distrust among potential participants. The tech workers I spoke with were afraid of accidentally violating their own NDAs. Numerous participants mentioned their NDAs during interviews. For example, a developer advocate mentioned during our interview that she did not want to “[get] in trouble for our NDA thing.” NDAs also remained consequential for participants even after they had left their companies. A participant who had left her company over ethical concerns about violating their own NDAs by putting legal liability of participating back on external researchers. However, most external researchers understand that being under NDA severely hinders the publication of research results with the scholarly community—the major goal of conducting such research in the first place. In cases where I was working as a second-party researcher and was under NDA, I faced challenges publishing the results. However, unlike first-party researchers employed directly by a company, external researchers have options for navigating NDAs when they must sign them—which I discuss in the next section.

We’re very aware of the knee-jerk reactions people have to what we do . . . I know what it’s like to be in academia, and sometimes you think, ‘These people that are in business are just like greedy, moralless, soulless people and they don’t think about the consequences or the nuances to what they’re doing.’ But that’s definitely not true.

To address their concerns about violating their own NDAs and distrust external researchers, tech workers often sought to have external researchers sign an NDA. I learned that many tech workers had backchanneled about asking me to sign an NDA amongst their peers. A participant who had initially declined to participate, but later participated after I had built a relationship with her, informed me that my initial recruitment emails had caused a great deal of “backchanneling” about whether participating was too risky without having me sign an NDA:

I’ll summarize the back response to your email ... We had someone who said, ‘It’d be fascinating to talk to them. I have a lot of thoughts, but I’m not sure how much I should or can say. I’d feel more comfortable if they could sign an NDA.’ Uhm. Then we have someone else who says, ‘My general rule of thumb is that anything we’ve published externally is on the table for discussion. Anything we haven’t should be kept abstract or high-level unless they’re under NDA.’

While not necessarily explicitly, workers hoped to ease anxieties about violating their own NDAs by putting legal liability of violations onto external researchers. However, most external researchers understand that being under NDA severely hinders the publication of research results with the scholarly community—the major goal of conducting such research in the first place. In cases where I was working as a second-party researcher and was under NDA, I faced challenges publishing the results. However, unlike first-party researchers employed directly by a company, external researchers have options for navigating NDAs when they must sign them—which I discuss in the next section.
5.1 Navigating Challenge 2: How Researchers can Build Trust with Tech Worker Participants and Publish Even Under NDA

Participants felt speaking to external researchers was a risk. Navigating the anxiety and distrust that tech workers had about participating in academic research meant assuaging their concerns about their NDAs and their distrust of external researchers. While the two solutions below mean research is still opaque, in the sense that specific company practices are still hidden from the public eye, they allow academic researchers to communicate key insights that can be generalized to other industry practices, products, and stakeholders. Given the current state of conducting external research on the tech industry, opacity about a field site is often a necessary tradeoff for transparency of knowledge.

5.1.1 Reassure tech worker participants by stating your goals and procedures upfront. Much like all forms of human subjects research, working with tech workers meant building trust and alleviating concerns they have to participate in research. Navigating the fear that tech workers had about participating in research meant engaging explicitly with common concerns among tech workers during recruitment and rapport building stages. I became more upfront about my intentions in my recruitment and often reassured them that I had no intention of publishing information to harm them or their companies. I would make sure to tell participants that I was interested in understanding their work practices, not in unearthing scandalous information about their companies. I also pointed them to the information about the anonymization process in consent forms and study information sheets. Being explicit about my intent helped participants to feel more comfortable talking with me and even air their grievances with academic researchers more openly. Researchers might also consider the pros and cons of allowing their research participants to “member check” any quotes or descriptions they might use in publications [14, 29, 34]. Finally, some institutions, like my own, have legal representatives who will review proposed research and certify when a study has minimal legal risk to participants.

5.1.2 Consider signing the NDA and then disseminating your research results carefully. In some cases, researchers might need to take on a second-party role and sign an NDA in order to conduct research on industrial practices or products. Having worked with numerous companies, I have signed several NDAs. Researchers still have options for publishing without violating their NDAs. While many times those working full-time at companies have to have their research approved by compliance review boards (see Challenge 4), researchers in temporary roles have some opportunities for bypassing corporate procedures. I conducted research within a company while under NDA, but later published the work with permission and guidance from the internal team members at the company. Tech worker colleagues can provide guidance on how best to avoid violating NDAs or corporate compliance review processes. Researchers in this situation should also realize that they may not have access to the data they collected forever—the data collected for the aforementioned project was eventually revoked by the company. Researchers who are not allowed to make anonymized copies of the data themselves might consider writing up anonymized notes about the project or prioritize writing up their research results quickly.

5.2 Opportunity 2: How Industry can Rethink their Approach to NDAs

While the distrust of academic researchers is largely on researchers themselves to alleviate, the fears that tech workers have about violating their NDAs is something that tech companies could address. While companies utilize NDAs to protect intellectual property and prevent issues of legal liability, they would also benefit from external insight into the perspectives and practices of their workers and teams. The common use of NDAs—with their employees, with external researchers, and with temporarily embedded researchers—leads to less transparent research publication. Here, I offer a few recommendations for tech companies to consider concerning NDAs:

- NDAs should not be used to silence tech workers from speaking broadly to external researchers or other public stakeholders about their perspectives and criticisms, observed practices, or specific topics (e.g., identity, fairness).
- The majority of external academic researchers are not requesting specific information on trade secrets or intellectual property. Yet, workers may sign NDAs with little understanding of what would violate them. Tech companies might provide easily accessible training or guidelines on navigating the NDA.
- In cases where a researcher is asked to sign an NDA to conduct research, the researcher and company should be able to come to an agreement about exception clauses so that useful research insights can still be communicated—even if compliance reviews are still involved (see Challenge 4).

Here, I openly acknowledge that companies will always prioritize protecting intellectual property over contributing to external research. There has been considerable criticism of NDAs for cloaking unethical business practices [7, 8, 23, 39, 61, 87]. Certainly, law and policy are the proper avenues for reconsidering the current practice of NDA use [3, 22, 43, 49]. Legally limiting the use of NDAs could both ease the anxieties of individual employees looking to discuss their experiences with researchers and repeal the negative consequences many external researchers see about signing NDAs to collaborate with industry.

6 CHALLENGE 3: TECH WORKERS LACK INCENTIVES TO ENGAGE WITH EXTERNAL RESEARCHERS

Many tech workers might not feel any incentive to participate in third-party research. There were no formal or informal mechanisms that incentivized full-time tech workers to interact with external researchers or otherwise provide transparent insight about their work to the broader public outside their company’s doors. Participating in external research not only opens tech workers up to personal risk (see Challenge 2), but it does not contribute to their growth within the company.

Incentives within companies are largely driven by business needs first and foremost. As a user experience researcher at a large tech company explained, “The incentive structure is just to create products...
and ship it.” Even when workers were interested in participating, other formal and informal mechanisms at tech companies made it difficult or impossible for them to participate. Throughout my work with tech companies, numerous colleagues lamented that the research they wanted to do was not measurable or quantifiable in the form of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). KPIs are largely measured in the form of “impact,” which in many tech companies is tied directly to the development of a product, rather than contributing to broader knowledge outside of the company. Even those in more academic-style research roles could not set their own research agendas; research insights had to contribute in some form toward specific product or company goals.

Even when external researchers are welcomed through the doors of a company as collaborators, some participants I spoke with felt that external researchers were not interested in attending to their company’s priorities. For example, a C-level executive at a small company described how his company often tried to involve academics in joint research endeavors. However, he said that “some of the discussions fall apart because it’s not the exact data they want … or they don’t want to modify their research agenda to fit the data that we have … They want us to change our practice to fit [their research].”

Even when companies valued second-party academic collaborations, experience working with researchers in the past led company representatives to view external researchers as unable to provide any direct benefit to the company. Industry stakeholders may find that the demands of external researchers don’t benefit their goals or the labor they put in (an already common research ethics discussion when it comes to working with other communities [78]). The lack of perceived benefit might be further compounded by the pace at which industry moves in comparison to academia, as well as the approach in academia being more systematic and less focused on key product takeaways.

Given the combination of personal and legal risk, a lack of formal incentive, and the perception external researchers do not add value to industry work, those individual tech workers interested in participating in external research is often driven by personal values about the importance of broader knowledge dissemination. Such individuals might have to dedicate time and energy to navigating legal constraints, forgoing their own professional growth. Individuals without these values may also hold important knowledge, yet they are unlikely to participate in research. The lack of incentives provided by tech companies themselves also means that researchers must spend more time and resources attempting to create incentives for an already difficult to reach population.

### 6.1 Navigating Challenge 3: How Researchers can Incentivize Individuals and Companies with Research Insights

Currently, there are few incentives for tech workers to participate in third-party research, especially if tech workers are in product-centered roles where research outcomes are not considered a part of their KPIs at all. Even those researchers who conduct internal first-party research are incentivized to pursue research which has tangible impacts for the company, rather than basic research. As a result, the tech workers most likely to participate in third-party academic research have a personal value bias—they likely believe in the ethos of knowledge sharing that academic research represents.

There is little that external researchers can do to change how a company rewards individual workers for participating in research. However, there are methods for incentivizing individual tech workers to participate in research. There also ways to provide useful and actionable insights to a company, which might otherwise improve relationships with external researchers.

#### 6.1.1 Consider how best to incentivize individual tech workers to participate in third-party research

While a common approach in human subjects research is to financially compensate their participants, financial incentives may hold less value for participants in highly paid, highly valued professional roles, like many tech workers employed full-time at technology companies are. Beyond the lack of value, some companies do not even allow their workers to accept financial compensation for research participation. Certainly, I found that financially compensating workers in contingent roles worked as an incentive, as those workers tend to be low paid and suffer financial instability [31, 81, 86] in comparison to their full-time peers located in the Global North. Of course, providing adequate incentives might be particularly challenging for researchers from low resource institutions, from disciplinary fields that are not traditionally seen as valuable to tech companies, and who are focused on problems that are not of interest to the company or workers. If researchers hope to incentivize high-paid workers employed full-time at companies, they may have to think outside of the box of traditional human subjects research.

#### 6.1.2 Share research insights back with participants in ways that are meaningful to their performance evaluations

Researchers can work with participants to understand how research can add value to them personally. For example, an engineer will likely not receive any form of recognition for participating in a study published at an academic venue. However, if the researcher offers to work with them to write a short white paper or offer an internal talk to their research team, they can help present the work as a collaboration that the company values in the form of KPIs.

#### 6.1.3 Consider how to demonstrate the usefulness of tech workers’ contributions when invited to collaborate second-party research within a company

While the researcher should not sacrifice all of their goals on the research project, they should negotiate with their industry partners to also address problems they care about, using data and practices the company already employs. They should discuss with their field site partners what outcomes would be most useful to them. For example, I have been working with a data production company to develop a training or webinar that will be disseminated to their data workers. Researchers might also consider delivering ongoing reports, given academic research tends to move at a slower pace than industry timelines do.

Researchers, in trying to meet the needs of their tech worker participants, should also carefully outline their terms in regards to the research, else the balance may tip entirely in favor of the company. For example, I had conducted an interesting and novel study on the perceived importance of identity characteristics in computer vision for a company, but I did not have permission.

---

*Note: this is an observable bias in many other human subjects studies [24]*
to publish it and colleagues at the company had no incentive to collaborate on doing so.

6.2 Opportunity 3: How Industry can Provide Meaningful Incentives for Research Participation

Currently, participating in third-party academic research or even collaborating on second-party research is generally not incentivized for the majority of tech workers. Only those in research roles who collaborate on research projects with scholarly output are incentivized by their organizations in the form of KPIs. Marijan and Sen identify a number of solutions for the bridging "research–practice collaboration gap," including improving reciprocity between industry stakeholders and academic researchers [53]. One of their suggestions includes encouraging industry partners and researchers to work together to meet both research goals and KPIs. To better promote tech worker participation in research, companies could also consider ways of meaningfully rewarding participation:

- Many organizations include the concept of "impact" in their KPIs. Companies might consider research publications and reports which workers participated in as external impact. They might track such impact by creating forms to provide proof of participation, even when that research is anonymized. For those workers who are measured by participation in service activities, companies might consider expanding the concept of service activities to include research participation.
- Offering research collaboration trainings, which focus on teaching employees in a variety of roles how to work with researchers to benefit their outputs and increase their impacts.
- Some companies incentivize their workers to participate in certain activities by rewarding them small gifts for completing tasks. For example, some organizations have "wellness programs," and provide financial or other incentives for activities such as exercising [12, 60]. Companies might consider ways of compensating participants for research activities under an ethos of transparency and open science.

Of course, incentives for academic research extend beyond individual employees. Organizations themselves must see benefits for participating in and collaborating on research. Companies can view external research activities as methods for increasing their transparency, showcasing their commitment to knowledge sharing, and even gaining novel insights to help their business practices without having to directly pay for it (in the form of salaries or grants).

7 CHALLENGE 4: (SUB)CONTRACTING AND COMPLIANCE REVIEWS CAN BLOCKADE SECOND-PARTY (AND EVEN FIRST-PARTY) RESEARCH

Second-party research can be an effective way to overcome the limitations and opacity of third-party research. However, second-party research also comes with unique limitations which prevent access and publication. Even as an external researcher given internal access to a company, I encountered three barriers which were nearly insurmountable: (1) contracts that prevented contingent workers from being involved in research; (2) company policies which obscured the identities of clients; and (3) the blocking of research projects to protect the company from legal liability or scandal.

First, contingent workers who are directly employed by a tech company are, often, entirely inaccessible to researchers. Researchers might think that getting access to contingent workers, like data annotators, would be more accessible if they are an insider to a company. However, the contracts contingent workers sign prevent second-party and even first-party researchers from interacting with them. For one study, I had hoped to get access to data annotators employed directly by tech companies. I worked with colleagues internal to a large tech company, who contacted numerous data teams and lawyers employed within the company to understand the mechanisms for speaking with data annotators. In the end, colleagues and I were told that it was impossible to speak with data annotators contracted by the company because their contracts prevented contacting individual data workers or collecting information from them, including attributes like race and gender. Conducting research with contracted data annotators would involve renegotiating employment contracts. As a third-party researcher I had no means to identify data workers who contracted for specific tech companies, and as a second-party researcher, I was explicitly denied access to data workers, limiting the types of research that can be done on data annotation work entirely.

Second, the identities of clients were often formally (through the use of confidentiality agreements and subcontracting [36]) or informally kept secret. While some of the clients who purchase products and services from tech companies are relatively open about the existence of a relationship (e.g., through usually vague testimonials on company websites), tech workers largely declined to make connections with the customer representatives they have worked with, stating, for example, "we need to protect our customers." Beyond refusing to make connections for third- or second-party researchers, companies often do not even actively track how their customers are using their services (e.g., APIs) due to privacy concerns. This meant that first-party tech workers also largely did not know the use cases that their models were being deployed for. Not only does this make it difficult for researchers to triangulate around specific products or business practices, it makes knowing when, where, how, and by whom a company’s products are being used murky, at best.

Finally, companies employ compliance review processes before and after second- and first-party researchers (as collaborators) can conduct or publish research, in any official capacity. These processes are often dubbed "legal review," "ethics review," and/or "comms review." Legal review is generally aimed at ensuring that research complies with the law and internal company policy; ethics review is generally aimed at ensuring the research follows ethical standards and values (much like institutional IRBs); and comms (communications) review is generally aimed at ensuring that research publications do not violate NDAs, reveal trade secrets, or paint the company in a bad light. The use of these different forms of reviews might differ from company to company, and many of the intended uses of them tend to overlap (e.g., ethics review might also be a form of comms review).
For second-party researchers like myself, I discovered how compliance reviews can prevent access to certain types of data on certain types of populations. Unlike IRBs, which do not wholesale ban the research of specific groups or the collections of certain types of data, company reviews often do. For example, I collaborated with an industry research team to conduct a study understanding how moderators react to the types of content they are employed to moderate. At this stage we were considering the viability of measuring the harmfulness of online content. However, the company which was providing access to moderators denied approval for this study design, due to concerns that knowing certain information might make the company vulnerable to legal liability. The company also worried that any internal leaks could be especially damaging, given that the wellbeing of moderators was a salient conversation in news outlets at the time (e.g., [57]).

7.1 Navigating Challenge 4: How Researchers can Reframe Research Goals When Blockaded by Companies

In Challenge 4, I described three mechanisms which bar certain types of research even when an external researcher has second-party access—research on certain populations (contingent workers, clients) and on certain topics (those deemed too risky by compliance review teams). In the context of my own experiences, I had not identified ways to overcome the challenge directly. Thus, I will describe how I navigated each of these three mechanisms—largely by pivoting research directions.

7.1.1 Use proxies for inaccessible research populations. Researchers who have identified difficult populations to secure can also consider potential proxies for those specific populations as viable alternatives. Given there were no means for myself or my first-party partners to access contingent data workers, I instead chose to seek access to data workers elsewhere. As previously mentioned, I instead worked to build a relationship with a data production company, who might provide services to companies like those my industry contacts worked with. I also chose to work with freelance data workers on Upwork, putting out a job ad for data annotators who completed jobs for private companies rather than academics. While these workers were unable to name their clients due to their own NDAs, they also had experience working on projects which might be generalizable to the tech industry at large. Further, having built a relationship with this data production company, I was then able to get access to some of their clients as a second-party researcher—a population I could not reach as a third-party researcher or as a second-party researcher in a large tech company. Even if researchers have to pivot from their initial population, they may build relationships that open different doors during the research process.

7.1.2 Be flexible with research design for the sake of maintaining second-party research access. Given the constraints that came up around both research populations and topics, second-party researchers should consider alternative methods for answering their research questions. For example, in attempting to understand how content moderators perceived the harmfulness of the content they work with, myself and collaborators were denied access by compliance review before we could run the study. Thus, we instead chose to use more inductive qualitative methods which centered moderator opinions. We pivoted our methods away from conducting physiological laboratory studies to doing interviews, surveys, and card sorting activities. The study was then approved and we were given access to moderators to work with. If researchers must go through a company to conduct research they find important, they should be prepared to negotiate the exact studies they can do.

7.2 Opportunity 4: How Industry can Reconsider its Approach to Legal Liability and Public Relations in its (Sub)contracts and Compliance Reviews

Candidly, Challenge 4 was the most difficult to navigate, to the point where “navigating” meant pivoting to proxies for the participants I originally had in mind or outright shifting my research questions. Thus, Challenge 4 requires a lot more substantive change than previous challenges. Academic researchers must weigh the importance of research insights with what industry makes accessible. Industry acting as gatekeepers to specific stakeholders or topics means that, as it stands now, researchers have no choice but to either accept limited access or to pivot to another population or research question. The practice of using internal reviews to deny studies the broader community believes is important has also come under fire recently (e.g., [66]). Even when researchers are given second-party access to corporations, that research may reflect the corporate interests of the company [38]. Further, it is difficult for external reviewers to assess the trustworthiness of corporate research due to internal review processes and the economic incentives researchers might have to maintain relationships with industry [40, 90].

While tech is increasingly operating “data clean rooms,” where anonymized user data can be shared with external researchers, there are no mechanisms for obtaining access to client or contractor data or participants. Regardless of the source or type of data, tech companies have options for balancing privacy and transparency. Young et al. present both legal and technical frameworks for preserving privacy while conducting transparent research [91]. Such approaches can be extended beyond user data to encompass data collected on workers and clients. Below are considerations for loosening the restrictive mechanisms governing research in industry:

- Considering the increased interest around the rights and wellbeing of contingent workers (e.g., [18, 47, 93]), companies should reconsider excluding research opportunities from their contracts. Knowledge about the role of demographics, worker perspectives, and labor conditions can be useful for companies to understand everything from potential sources of biases in their models to opportunities to improve policies around tasks like data labeling and content moderation.
- Companies should consider being more public about their client contracts, even if that is simply listing the businesses using a given product on their websites. Given the discovery of dubious connections between tech company products and their use cases (e.g., [92]), companies would benefit from knowing more about how their products are actively
being used. Researchers can also provide deeper insight into company-client relationships that extend beyond business deals, such as unstated latent needs [70].

- Review boards (ethics/legal/comms reviews) should focus their effort on anonymization of company identity and IP, rather than silencing specific research topics or potentially critical findings. They should instead view findings as opportunities to improve their practices. Companies can also consider when it is beneficial to the public and their brand to be public about research participation.

Unlike some of the opportunities focused on dealing with tech worker anxieties about their NDAs (see Opportunity 2), addressing Challenge 4 would require tech companies to actively reconsider their approach to risk management and relationships and contracts with clients and contractors. Given this is unlikely to change for the sake of academic research, policy and law once more become an avenue for increasing transparency. For example, it might be time to reconsider allowing tech companies to conduct their own internal ethics reviews, and instead expand the role of federal oversight of research in ways which prioritize the public, technology users, and workers [89].

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

External research on the companies developing AI is crucial to ensuring transparency, grounding interventions in informed real-world policies and procedures, and unearthing opaque perspectives and social norms that feed into the development context—ideally, without the types of biases that might permeate internally conducted studies. However, conducting empirical research on individual and organizational level practices, policies, and perspectives in the tech industry is difficult. Drawing from research exploring the development of algorithmic systems, I identified four challenges to conducting third- and second-party research on the tech industry. These four challenges spanned recruitment to publication stages. For each challenge, I described how I navigated it, ideally providing methodological guidance and advice to other researchers facing similar challenges. Finally, for each challenge I provide potential opportunities for the tech industry itself to intervene and ease restrictions for external researchers, ideally appealing to the priorities of private companies. Naturally, even if companies were to adopt such opportunities there would still be trade-offs. After all, openly letting academic researchers into the walled garden would reflect corporate interests to some degree, thus continuing already present concerns about trustworthiness and economic conflicts of interest.

Further, I also acknowledge that the priorities of the tech industry likely outweigh the importance of open and transparent research. Both formal and cultural norms within companies drive workers to focus most on creating marketable products, maintaining client relationships, and protecting the company from reputational and legal harm. Thus, I openly acknowledge that to increase the transparency of the tech industry, legal regulation is likely the most pivotal step. Currently, academia, though an industry in itself, is held to more rigorous research standards than private companies. Yet private companies, especially Big Tech, have more wide-reaching implications for human subjects—the general public, across the globe. Therefore, in the ongoing search for how best to regulate the development of AI and its influence on public life, regulators should also consider the human elements of AI development, the workers driving that development from the ground up.

Beyond legal intervention, there are still vast opportunities for further understanding the challenges of conducting research on the tech industry. Studies with third-, second-, and even first-party researchers could uncover many more challenges, methods for navigating them, and opportunities for change. There is also opportunity to understand how industry stakeholders themselves view the merit (or lack thereof) of participating in external research and what solutions they see for improving industry-academic relationships. I plan to conduct future work specifically aimed at understanding experiences with compliance review processes, so I might ground better insights on how such review processes could change.
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